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Abstract This paper presents a new merit function for custom instruction selection phase
of the design flow of application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs) in the presence
of an area budget constraint. In contrast to nearly all of the previously proposed approaches
where ratio of the ASIP speed to layout area is used as a merit function to select the can-
didate custom instructions (CIs), we show that a merit function based on normalized cycle
saving and area function can result in better CI selections in terms of the achievable speedup
under a given area budget for both greedy and branch-and-bound techniques. The efficacy
of the proposed approach is assessed by comparing the results of using the proposed and
conventional merit functions for different benchmarks. The comparison points toward an
average (maximum) speed enhancement of 3.65 % (27.4 %) for the proposed merit function
compared to the conventional merit functions.
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1 Introduction

Performance and flexibility are two major factors that should be considered in designing
embedded systems. Although application specific ICs (ASICs) offer high performance, they
are expensive and lack programmability. On the other hand, general purpose embedded pro-
cessors are fully flexible and cheaper compared to ASICs. They, however, fail to meet the
required performance and power consumption of embedded applications. Extending the in-
struction set of a base processor with custom instructions (CIs) is an approach that provides
both high performance and flexibility. Higher performance is achieved by extending the in-
struction set architecture (ISA) of the base processor with frequently-executed patterns of
instructions i.e., the CIs [1–3].

Another important advantage of customized processors is programmability. This feature
brings the possibility to meet modest changes that may be required by a target application
after the embedded system has been designed. Examples of such changes include bug fixes,
functional additions due to adoption of an industry standard (such as the case of the video
processing) [3]. Each CI needs a custom functional unit (CFU) to be executed, which results
in area overhead. Hence, the ISA extension methods struggle to efficiently implement the
best set of CIs considering the available area budget so as to achieve the maximum applica-
tion speedup.

The main challenge in the design of customized processors is to provide a complete
chain of tools. These tools should be able to automatically extend the instruction set of the
base processor, and preferably generate the software development tools such as compiler,
assembler, and linker. There are two main steps in the design flow of customized proces-
sors: identification and selection of CIs. These steps are costly and time-consuming. Many
commercial and academic approaches have been introduced to automate these phases (see,
e.g., [1–20]). The tools identify and select the set of CIs under various micro-architectural
constraints such as power and area budget.

In the design flow, first the data flow graphs (DFGs) of basic blocks of the application
are constructed. Then, in the identification phase, all convex sub-graphs of the DFGs, which
meet the defined constraints (e.g., I/O constraints), are enumerated. These sub-graphs cor-
respond to CIs. Since there are some limitations, e.g., on the unused op-codes and layout
area, in the selection phase, an optimal subset of the CIs is chosen from a pool of identified
CIs in the identification phase based on their merit values. The selected CIs need custom
functional units (CFUs) to be executed, which are put in parallel with the ALU of the base
processor. It has been proved that the selection phase is an NP-complete problem [1]. The
merit values of the ISA extension could be determined based on the objectives of improv-
ing the application speed and layout area. Considering both of these objectives is typically
achieved by using the area budget as efficiently as possible while reaching the shortest ex-
ecution time. To solve the problem under a given area constraint, various exact, greedy and
heuristic methods have been proposed [1, 4–7].

The proposed approaches which consider both cycle saving and area in the selection
phase, use cycle saving per area overhead (denoted by CSPA in this paper) as an objective
function to optimize the area utilization for specified area budget (see, e.g., [1, 5]). On the
other hand, those who only concentrate on the cycle saving, use the merit function only
based on the cycle saving. This approach (denoted by CyS in this paper) has been widely
used when the area constraint is not defined [6, 20]. In this paper, we propose a different
merit (objective) function for the selection phase of CIs under area constraint which utilizes
the area more efficiently to achieve higher application speedup (performance). Please note
that the focus of this paper is to propose a merit function which may be used in non-optimal
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(e.g., greedy) CI selection algorithms for choosing the better CIs from an identified CI set.
The performance of the proposed merit function is compared with those of some existing
merit functions (i.e., CSPA and CyS) for the same set of identified CIs.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ISA extension
design flow and problem statement for the proposed method. In Sect. 3, related works in the
area of CI selection are briefly reviewed. The proposed merit function is stated in Sect. 4
while the results are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 ISA extension design flow and problem statement

We first explain the overall flow of the ISA extension [1, 6, 10, 18], which is shown in Fig. 1.
The flow starts by the CI identification phase. In this phase, all sub-graphs of the input
application DFG that meet the specified constraints (e.g., propagation delay, Convexity) are
identified.

Note that a subgraph is architecturally feasible if it is convex. Given a graph G, a sub-
graph S is convex if, for every two nodes u and v in S, there does not exist any path from u

to v (u → v) involving a node w in G which is not in S. Figure 2 shows an example of
a DFG with two subgraphs. The subgraph ABD is not convex while the subgraph CD is
convex. The reason for the non-convexity of the subgraph ABD is that there is the path
A → C → D which includes the node C not belonging to this subgraph.

Among the identified sub-graphs (CIs), there may be similar sub-graphs based on the
functional and structural isomorphism. These CIs can be executed on one CFU, which re-
sults in less area overhead and better area utilization. Such similar sub-graphs are identified
and placed into CI groups [6, 7]. If a node of the DFG is included in two CIs, these two
CIs are considered to overlap with one another. Because any node in the DFG of the input
application must be uniquely executed by one CI, all CIs that have overlaps with a selected
CI are subsequently removed from the list of the identified CIs in the selection phase. Based
on the overlap between the CIs, a conflict graph is constructed. The nodes in the conflict
graph are CIs and an edge between two nodes shows that these CIs have overlap. Removing

Fig. 1 The ISA extension flow
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Fig. 2 Examples of a DFG and
two subgraphs

1:Find the Parameters of CIs such as CS and Area
2:While (the Candidate CI List is not empty)
3: Calculate the merit of the CI groups
4: Select the best CI group and remove it from the list
5: Remove the conflicting CIs from the remaining CI groups based on the conflict graph
6:END

Fig. 3 The pseudo code of the greedy algorithm for the CI selection phase

conflicting CIs causes changes in the members of CI groups which, consequently, results in
changes in the overall speedup of each CI group.

There are two general approaches for the CI selection which are branch-and-bound [6]
and greedy approaches (see, e.g., [4–7]). The former is an exact method which attempts
to find the optimum CI set by searching the whole search space. The method becomes in-
tractable for many real applications. One remedy to this problem is to prune the search
space[4, 7]. The latter, which is much faster than the branch-and-bound technique, may not
be able to find the optimal set. In this work, we consider both methods but with more em-
phasis on greedy approaches. Note that the computational complexity of the instruction set
extension flow is determined by both the identification and selection phases.

The pseudo code for the greedy selection algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The main loop,
which iterates by checking the number of CIs in a Candidate CI List (list of identified CIs),
is terminated when the list is empty. In each iteration, the merit value of each CI group,
which shows the eligibility of the CI to be selected, is calculated.

To find the ability of each CI in reducing the number of the cycles of the application,
the Cycle Saving (CS) parameter is defined for each CI. Normally, Cycle Saving is the main
objective in the ISA extension. The CS may be computed as

CSi = freq ×
(

#CIi · SW − CIi · IO_Penalty − ceil

(
CIi · Critical Path Delay

Clock Period

))
(1)

where CSi is the Cycle Saving of the ith CI (CIi ), freq is the execution frequency of the
basic block to which CIi belongs, and #CIi · SW is the number of clock cycles of the base
processor that the CI needs in order to be executed. CIi · IO_Penalty denotes the number of
extra accesses for reading/writing data to/from the register file (when the number of I/O

ports of the CI is larger than number of read/write ports of the register file). Note that if the
number of the I/O ports of the CI is smaller or equal than the I/O ports of the register
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file, no extra cycles is needed and CIi · IO_Penalty is equal to 0. Otherwise, CIi · IO_Penalty
will be larger than 0. The last fractional term calculates the number of clock cycles needed
to execute the CIi on the CFU (note that CIs can be multi-cycle as well as single cycle
operations). In the fractional term, CIi · CriticalPathDelay denotes the propagation delay of
the critical path of the CI where as Clock Period is the desired clock period for the extended
processor.

Whether the design flow includes the selection and identification phases together or sep-
arate, when the area constraint is defined as a constraint in the ISA extension, we can for-
mulate the instruction selection problem as

Maximize
|Selected CI Groups|∑

i=1

CSCI Groupi (2)

while
|Selected CI Groups|∑

i=1

AreaCI Groupi
< AreaConstraint (3)

Equations (2) and (3) are the objective function and its constraint used in the CI selec-
tion process which is an optimization problem. To select CIs, one should use either these
equations in an optimal (exact) optimization algorithm or a merit function in a non-optimal
optimization algorithm (e.g., greedy). In the non-optimal selection, when we wish to imple-
ment the CFU while considering the area overhead of selected CIs, the merit function, for
example, may be specified as Cycle Saving/Area (see, e.g., [1, 5]). In this case, the merit
function of the j th CI group is modified as

Meritj =
∑|CI groupj |

i=1 CSi

Areaj

(4)

where Area denotes the area of the j th CI group. It is obvious that in the cases where the
area budget constraint is not considered, the merit function may be defined as only the cycle
saving. Hence, in this case, the merit function of the j th CI group is formulated as

Meritj =
|CI groupj |∑

i=1

CSi (5)

The best CI group is selected based on one of these merit functions (Fig. 3, line 4). Finally,
the CIs that are adjacent to the selected CIs in the conflict graph are removed.

The main contribution of this work is to propose a new merit function for the selection
phase of CIs which is an optimization problem. This merit function, which will be explained
later, mostly provides better solutions in terms of cycle saving within a specified area budget
in comparison to the existing merit functions.

3 Related works

As mentioned above, a key part of the ISA extension is the selection phase where the best
CIs are selected from the pool of the candidate CIs based on their merit function values.
The objective of the selection phase is to select the CIs to achieve the highest speedup
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with and without considering a predefined area budget. Several research efforts have been
devoted to the problem of CI selection. In [6], exact and approximate algorithms for solving
the coverage and recurrence problems of candidate extensions are presented. The authors
describe an optimal search technique that uses a branch-and-bound algorithm in conjunction
with a greedy method. The use of the branch-and-bound technique, which is an exhaustive
approach, is not practical in real applications with large DFG sizes. Hence, the authors also
present a method that uses branch-and-bound in combination with a greedy approach to
speed up finding the solution while not being trapped in a local optimum. The technique
does not consider any area budget.

In [7], the design flow starts by partitioning the DFG of the application into several sub-
graphs where each is considered as a candidate CI. Next, the set of candidate CIs is pruned
through sub-graph isomorphism check, which reduces the CI selection search space. In the
final phase, the CIs are selected by solving a unate covering problem. The unate covering
algorithm is, however, a branch-and-bound technique which it is too expensive for real appli-
cations. To make the branch-and-bound technique practical, the authors prune search space
using two techniques. One technique is based on a predefined maximum number of selected
CIs, while the other one is based on the speedup achieved by the CIs (e.g., they use the CI
speedup as the merit function). It should be noted that the second pruning method is only
applicable in a design flow where the merit function considers only the cycle saving.

In [4], a technique for selecting CIs for the multi-issue processors is presented. The
method, which relies on a branch-and bound algorithm, makes use of a few pruning tech-
niques to ensure that the proposed solution approach remains tractable. The pruning methods
are useful only for multi-issue processors. In [20], a complete design flow of the ISA ex-
tension was described. In the selection phase, a quadric optimization problem was used to
select the best CIs. The authors mapped the CI selection problem to the Partitioned Boolean
Quadric Problem (PBQP). The merit function invoked for this problem was based on the CS
shown in Eq. (1).

An automatic framework for designing a customized processor that deals with the in-
struction set identification and CI selection is described in [1]. In this work the CI selection
is done based on the greedy approach while the CSPA is used as a merit function. In the
work presented in [5], a CI selection method is presented for extensible processors that are
realized on FPGA devices. The CI selection is performed online and therefore the authors
focus on fast and accurate estimation of the area and cycle saving for selecting and imple-
menting the CIs. The CSPA is used as a merit function in the proposed algorithm. In [21], for
the selection phase, the use of the integer linear programming (ILP) and greedy algorithms
were proposed. For the latter approach, the CSPA and CyS merit functions are invoked.

In [22], a complete survey on ISA extension methods was reported. The survey showed
that most of the prior works considered the speedup as the main objective, and used ap-
proaches such as Integer Linear Programming, Branch-and-Bound, and heuristic to select
the CIs. Note that, the merit function could be defined based on terms such as the frequency
of execution, number of distinct templates, and number of uncovered nodes. All these terms
somehow correspond to the cycle saving of the selected CIs.

In [23], a linear programming relaxation technique to solve the binate covering was pro-
posed. The goal of this technique was to select the sub-graphs that cover most parts of the
input DFG. This method was not able to detect the recurrence of a template in different input
DFGs. A method to select the CIs based on the symbolic arithmetic was proposed in [24].
By using the symbolic algebra, the design flow mapped the candidate CIs on the symbolic
representation of the application. Based on this representation, the speed enhancement of
the CIs was estimated. The main disadvantage of this method is that it is only applicable to
the cases of CIs with a single output (i.e., MISO).
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Table 1 Comparison between the works reviewed in this section

Reference Optimal
selection

Non-optimal
selection

Considering
cycle saving
(CyS)

Considering cycle
saving and area
(CSPA)

Considering the
CIs recurrence

Architecture/
hardware
dependent

[6] × × × ×
[7] × ×
[4] × × ×
[20] × ×
[1] × × ×
[5] × × ×
[21] × × ×
[23] ×
[24] × ×
[25] × × × ×

The method proposed in [25] selects the CIs for reconfigurable instruction set processors.
Due to the area budget limitation of FPGAs, the policy of the proposed method was based
on reducing the number of distinct templates. This way the area required for implementing
the selected CIs was reduced while the speed enhancement decreased. The other technique
which has been considered for reducing the area of CFU is resource sharing (see, e.g., [26,
27]). In this technique, after selecting the CIs, the data paths of the CIs were combined to
reach smaller areas. This, however, increases the latency. In [15], the authors describe the
CoWare tool which uses the description of the processor based on the LISA ADL language
and generates the hardware HDL code of the processor as well as its software packages. The
tool, however, cannot be used for finding the best CIs as is required for extensible processors.
After finding the custom function unit (CFU), one may use CoWare to generate the hardware
description and software packages of the extensible processors. Finally Table 1 shows the
difference between the methods studied in this section.

In this paper, we describe a more appropriate merit function to increase the application
speedup while considering an area budget constraint. This merit function improves the re-
sults of the greedy approach. In addition, we show that, by using this merit function, the
search space of an exact algorithm (e.g., branch-and-bound in this work), may be pruned
better compared to the case of conventional merit functions. Note that the proposed merit
function can be utilized in any selection method which uses the merit value as the parame-
ter to select the CIs. Also, combining this method with the resource sharing technique may
result in smaller area usages.

4 Proposed merit function

We start this section by an example. Figure 4 shows the CS distribution of two sets of
identified CIs. In one case, the average CS of the set of identified CIs is high while in the
second case it is low. Now consider two selected CIs A and B, which have equal CSs. In the
case of A, the CS of the CI is close to the average CS of the set of identified CIs, whereas
in the case of B, the CS of the CI is higher than the average of the corresponding set of
identified CIs. Hence, for the set of CIs in Fig. 4(a), the probability of finding another CI
that has a similar (or even higher) CS but a smaller area than CI “A” is more than that for the
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Fig. 4 Two different distribution
functions for the CSs of two sets
of identified CIs. (a) with high
average CS, (b) with low average
CS

set of CIs in Fig. 4(b) and CI “B”. Therefore, the importance of CS component of the merit
function in the selection process should be less for “A” compared to that for “B”. Therefore,
one should find a merit function which provides a higher merit value for the CI B.

To achieve this goal, the merit function may use the normalized CS instead of the absolute
speedup (which is the same for the CIs “A” and “B”). Therefore, we suggest using CSi

CS

instead of CSi , where the CS is the average cycle saving of all the identified CIs and CSi

is the cycle saving of the ith CI. Note that, when a CI cycle saving is close to (larger than)
the average cycle saving, the ratio CSi

CS
is close to (larger than) one and, hence, it provides

a lower (higher) bias toward selecting the CI. In the case where there is a large number of
CIs with the cycle savings around the average value, one has several options of selecting
CI with the CS around this value and, hence, no need to put much emphasis on selecting
a CI such as “A”. For this type of CIs, the area overhead component of the merit function
should play a more important role in the selection process. For the distributions with a
small number of CIs with the cycle savings much larger than the average value, the merit
function should emphasize on selecting these CIs. For these CIs, the relative importance of
the area should be lower. Using a similar reasoning for the relative importance of the area
in selecting CIs, we suggest using the ratio Ai

A
in the merit function instead of Ai , where A

is the average of the areas of all the identified CIs and Ai is the area of the ith CI. Since
lower area consumption is desired, the area ratio should have a negative sign in the merit
function. The above discussion, inspired our proposed merit function for the ith CI based on
the normalized speedup and area as

Meriti = CSi

CS
− Ai

A
(6)

Using the average values in the merit function enables decision making process somehow
aware of the overall merit values of other CIs. This does not exist in the conventional CSPA
approach. Using CS–A also has the same problem as that of the SPA merit function. It
should be noted, the CS and A terms in Eq. (6) could be normalized to the maximum values
or the absolute values. Also, we are able to control the importance of each parameter in
selecting the CIs by giving different weights to each ratio (α for the speed ratio and (1 − α)
for the area ratio).

If the selection is based on CI groups instead of individuals CIs, Eq. (6) changes to

Meriti =
∑|CI groupi |

j=1 CSj

CS
− Ai

A
(7)

where the sigma operator shows the summation of the CSs of all the CIs in the ith CI group.
We call this proposed merit function as Difference of Normalized Cycle Saving and Area
(DNCSA). The intuition behind the proposed merit function is to consider the normalized
cycle saving and area of each CI using a compact function. The goodness and badness
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of each parameter in the merit function is determined by dividing them to their average
values. The average value, which is obtained by averaging the corresponding parameters of
all the CIs, somehow indicate that the overall value of that parameter for these CIs. Dividing
the parameter of each CI to the average value shows the smallness or largeness of that
parameter in a relative sense. For example, when the ratio of the speedup value of a CI to
the average speedup value is smaller (larger) than 1, it means that the speedup value of this
CI is relatively small (large) in the candidate set.

Finally, the runtime overhead of the proposed merit function is O(n) where n is the
number of the CIs in the candidate CI list. This originates from calculating the average of
cycle savings for all CIs. By using this average value, we calculate the merit value for each
CI group. During the selection process, in the worst case, when the selected CI group has
conflict with the rest of the CI groups, the conflicting CIs must be removed from each of
these CI groups and their merit values must be recalculated. Also, note that the complexity
of updating the conflict graph is O(n). In each iteration of the greedy selection algorithm,
a set of CIs which belongs to a CI group is selected, and some CIs due to the conflict with
the selected CIs will be removed from the candidate set. Hence, during the greedy selection
phase, each CI only is met one time by the selection algorithm. It means that each CI during
the selection phase is labeled as the selected or removed. Hence, the complexity of the
greedy selection algorithm is O(n) because it meets each CI only one time. In the best case,
if the selected CIs have no conflict with the other CIs, the merit value of the CIs will not
be changed and, hence, there is not any runtime overhead for recalculating the merit value
of the CI group. In this case, the complexity is O(n). In the worst case, the merit value of
half of the CIs must be recalculated. This may be justified by assuming that half of the CIs
are removed due the conflict with the selected CIs and each of these belongs to a different
CI group. In this case the runtime of the greedy selection algorithm based on the proposed
merit function is given by

n

2
+ n

4
+ n

8
+ · · · = n

(
logn∑
i=1

2−i

)
= O(n) (8)

The same complexities exist for the greedy selection algorithms based on the CyS and CSPA
merit functions.

5 Results and discussion

In this section, first we describe the simulation setup used to obtain the results and then
discuss the results.

5.1 Simulation setup

To assess the efficacy of the DNCSA merit function, we developed a framework which
is shown in Fig. 5. The flow starts with codes written in C/C++. The main parts of
the framework are Profiling and Flow Graph Generation, Custom Instruction Identifica-
tion/Classification, and Custom Instruction Selection.

GCC [28] is exploited to generate a 3-address representation, called GIMPLE, and
control flow graph (CFG) of the benchmarks. GIMPLE representation converts complex
C/C++ codes into an intermediate representation with no more than three addresses. The
generated CFG is utilized to determine the basic blocks of the application. With the help of
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Fig. 5 Developed framework used to obtain results in this work

GCC profiling tools, (GCOV and GPROF [28]) the dynamic profiling and code coverage of
each basic block is calculated to consider the dynamic behavior of the applications. In the
next step the Multiple-Cut identification algorithm proposed in [2] is utilized to identify all
the feasible CIs, considering input/output constraints. Once all the valid CIs are identified,
the graph isomorphism algorithm [7] is applied to classify structural and functional equiv-
alent CIs into the CI groups. Since there should not be any common nodes between any
CIs, a heuristic algorithm is utilized to locally find the maximum independent set in each
CI group. Finally, a CI selection algorithm is applied to the locally conflict-free CI groups
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based on a specified merit function. We use both greedy and branch-and-bound techniques
to evaluate our proposed merit function. For the branch-and-bound technique, we use the
method proposed in [7]. The pruning technique proposed in [7] is not applicable when an
area budget is given. Hence, to control the worst-case complexity of the branch-and-bound
technique, we restrict the number of the CI groups by sending only a small number of the
best CI groups (chosen based on their merit values) to the selection phase. It should be men-
tioned that this is not the only way of making the computation time of the branch-and-bound
technique practical. As an example, one could run the branch-and-bound algorithm only for
a specific time (e.g., one hour) and then use the best CI sets obtained up to that point. Hence,
before the branch-and-bound selection, some CI groups are removed from the candidate set
based on their merit values.

To be able to compute the speedup and area of CIs, we synthesize the basic operations
using a 45 nm technology [29], and save them as a library. The library is used as an input
to our framework. The area of each CI is normalized to the area of a NAND gate (Ta-
ble 2). The template selection part explores all the templates and iteratively selects the
template that has the maximum merit and removes all the matches that have at least one
common node with the selected template (based on the conflict graph). The selection pro-
cess attempts to find the CIs with the maximum CS while meeting the specified area con-
straint.

We have assumed an in-order processor where the instructions were fetched sequentially.
Also, the instructions of the processor are reported in Table 2. Also, we have considered 2
cycles for the memory access and the I/O constraint was 4/4. Also, the access to memory
is serial without any concurrent access.

For the evaluation of the proposed technique, we examined different applications. They
included IP-Sec and MD5 as the representatives of the encryption benchmarks in the packet
processing domain [30], adpcm and bitcounter from MiBench [31] in the domains of
telecommunication and automotive, respectively, and finally, G721 benchmarks selected
from Mediabench [32]. It should be noted that the input of the identification phase is the
DFG of the benchmarks.

5.2 Results

In order to assume (define) reasonable area budgets while evaluating our proposed merit
function, firstly, we need to measure the maximum area needed by CFUs for each exam-

Table 2 Basic operations and
their areas Primitives name (32-bits) Area (normalized to the

two inputs NAND gates)

ADD/SUB 965

REL/LES/GRT 295

OR/AND 48

EQT 138

SLCT 80

XOR 68

SHADD 1146

MUL 20189
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Table 3 Speedup, area, and number of selected CIs in different benchmarks without any area constraint

Application
name

Application
code size
(lines)

Application
node count*

Area Speedup |CI groups
candidate list|

Number of selected
CI groups

IP-Sec 230 294 20116 2.04 14953 21

MD5 284 523 48335 2.23 29366 40

bitcounter 652 163 12421 2.02 27543 14

Adpcm 282 83 7350 1.37 44 12

G721decode 365 373 28625 1.34 609 30

G721encode 370 368 25905 1.33 686 30

*Without considering the forbidden nodes

ined application. Therefore, the developed framework (Fig. 5) is applied on six benchmarks
without considering area budget. To show the performance improvement using the selected
CIs, we use the speedup parameter that is obtained from

Speedup =
(

ART

ART − ∑
∀Selected CIs CSi

)
(9)

where ART (application run-time) is the number of clock cycles to run the application on
the base processor, and the CSi is calculated based on Eq. (1). Note that to find the ART
the access to memory for load and store instructions was assumed 2 cycles, while for other
instructions, 1 clock cycle was assumed.

Table 3 reports the speedup and the maximum area used by the selected CIs for each
application without considering any area constraint when the greedy approach is used in
selection. Note that, in this paper, the area is expressed in terms of equivalent two input
NAND gates. To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed merit function more precisely, we
categorize the results in three aspects of speedup, area, and conflict. In Sects. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2,
we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed merit function for both greedy and branch-
and-bound selection algorithms.

In the DNCSA, the importance of CS and area in selecting the CIs may be controlled
by giving different weights to each ratio. Figure 6 shows the impact of these weights on
the speedup value. For this study, the considered area budgets were categorized into three
different groups of small, medium, and large where each group contained the appropriate
area budgets (e.g., for IP-Sec, small: 500, 1000, 3000, medium: 5000, 7000, 9000, large:
11000, 13000). To efficiently present the results, we have shown the average speedup values
in each area group for different applications in the figure. The results for the areas considered
in our study show that the ratio between the highest and lowest speedup values for the small,
medium, and large areas are 1.02, 1.05, and 1.07 which are not very high. Also, note that
when the area budget is small, higher speedup values are achieved when the importance of
the area is more (α < 0.5). For large area budgets, higher α values lead to higher speed gain.
For the medium size budgets, when both ratios have the same weight of 0.5, the maximum
speedup is attained. Note that, in the case of the other two area groups, this value of α also
leads to speedup close to the maximum and, hence, for the rest of the paper, we consider
α = 0.5.
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Fig. 6 Speedup values for different α values

5.2.1 Speedup

In this step, the maximum area needed for CIs of each application is determined, and based
on that, the CI selection is performed under different area budgets. In Fig. 7, the speedup
for each application under various area budgets is depicted. The CIs were selected based on
the greedy approach when the merit functions were based on the DNCSA, CyS, and CSPA
merit functions. Additionally, to evaluate the efficacy of the greedy selection method that
enhanced with the proposed merit function compared to optimal techniques, in the case of
three small benchmarks (i.e., G721decode, G721encode and adpcm), the speedups of the
selected CFUs which are obtained by the ILP approach are reported in Fig. 7. Note that For
other benchmarks, the problem size became too large for the ILP solver. The results show
that the proposed merit function results in shorter execution time for all the applications.
Also, the figure shows that for most of the benchmarks, by increasing the area budget, the
speedup difference between the CyS and DNCSA merit function is reduced. This originates
from this fact that the CyS select the CIs with higher speedups without considering the
area usage. In most cases, the CIs with higher CSs have larger areas. When the area budget
is small, selecting each large area CI limits the options for selecting the following CIs.
Enlarging the area budget, however, increases the options for selecting the next CIs making
the speedup of the CyS and DNCSA merit functions close to each other. In the adpcm and
bitcounter benchmarks, when the area budget increases, for some area budget (e.g., in adpcm
when the area budget is 8000), the speedup decreases. This reduction is due to selecting a
large CI that reduces the remaining area budget in such a way that limits the selection of the
next CIs. By increasing the area budget further, the problem is removed.

In the MD5 and IP-Sec applications, the DNCSA merit function results in better CIs
in terms of speedup under different area budgets compared to the CSPA merit function. In
the case of G721-encoder and G721-decode, the selection of CIs based on the CSPA merit
function yields higher speedup compared to the case of the DNCSA for the first area budget
constraint (1000 units) while for the others better CIs are obtained when the DNCSA is
used. In the case of bitcounter, the proposed merit function reaches higher speedups for all
the area budgets except for the area budget of 3000 units.

For the adpcm application, in all area budgets, the DNCSA merit function leads to a
slightly (about 1 %) higher speedup. The reason for obtaining trivial improvement over
CSPA merit function is that the frequently executed sequences in adpcm belong to a very
small loop that limits the number of identified CIs (Table 3). Furthermore, all of the identi-
fied CIs are distributed in few different cycle saving values (refer to Fig. 8(a)) and, hence,
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Fig. 7 Speedup under different area budgets (Greedy selection)

Fig. 8 The cycle saving distribution functions of the CIs in (a) adpcm, (b) IP-Sec and area distribution
functions in (c) adpcm, (d) IP-Sec. The cycle savings of CIs are calculated based on Eq. (1)

the CS
CS

values are the same for most of CIs limiting the options for the CI selection. This
limits the efficacy of the proposed merit function for this benchmark. The proposed merit
function yields better results when CIs with a variety of speedup options are available in the
candidate set. Figure 8 shows the cycle saving and area distributions for the two adpcm and
IP-Sec benchmarks. As is evident in this figure, the CS and area options of the identified CIs
for IP-Sec are more than those for adpcm (30 versus 603).

The comparison of the speedups obtained by the proposed merit function and the ILP
approach indicates that, on average, the speedups of DNCSA is about 1 % smaller than
those of the ILP for the worst case (i.e., the adpcm benchmark). This suggests the high
efficacy of the proposed merit function.

Figure 9 shows the average of speedup improvement when DNCSA merit function is
used instead of the CSPA and CyS merit functions. The minimum (maximum) speedup im-
provement compared with the CSPA case is 1 % (12.6 %) which belongs to adpcm (IP-Sec).
Also, the results indicate that, the DNCSA merit function has the maximum improvement
of ∼6.8 % compared to the CyS merit function which occurs for the case of IP-sec while
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Fig. 9 Average of speedup improvement of the DNCSA merit function compared to the CSPA and CyS
merit functions for different area constraints

Fig. 10 Speedup improvement of the DNCSA merit function compares to the (a) CSPA and (b) CyS merit
functions for different area constraints

the minimum improvement belongs to the G721encode which is ∼1.5 %. On average, the
proposed merit function improves speedup by 5.7 % (3.3 %) in comparison with the CSPA
(CyS) merit function case.

Figure 10 shows the speedup improvements of the DNCSA merit function with respect
to CSPA and CyS merit functions for different area budgets. The horizontal axis in both
figures shows the ratio of the considered area budget to the maximum area budget (see the
horizontal axes in Fig. 7). In Fig. 10(a), for adpcm, the improvement is constant for all the
area budgets. On the other hand, the speedup improvements in other five benchmarks are
variable for different area budgets. In IP-sec, G721-encode, and G721-decode for smaller
area budgets the speedup improvements are increased and then become constant. In MD5
and bitcounter, the speedup improvements fluctuate but finally they saturate to constant
values. This may be justified by noting the fact that in the case of small area budgets, the
DNCSA selects CIs with higher cycle savings compared to those of the CSPA. By increasing
the area budget, in addition to the CIs that were selected in the case of small area budgets,
some other CIs were selected which are the same for both DNCSA and CSPA. Therefore,
the speedup difference between the DNCSA and CSPA becomes saturated for large area
budges. Note that in the case of adpcm, the results indicate that most of the selected CIs for
most of the budgets in the two cases of the DNCSA and CSPA are the same leading to a
constant speedup difference for these areas. Hence, one may conclude that the speedup en-
hancement obtained by DNCSA merit function depends on the area budget while becoming
stable at some points. This situation is similar for CyS merit function where, in most cases,
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its speedup approaches that of the DNCSA merit function when the area budget increases
(>70 %). The maximum difference between these two methods is when the area budgets
are between the 20 % and 60 %. As explained before, by increasing the area budget, the
importance of the area decreases giving rise to the selection of the same CIs for both merit
functions. Thus, the difference between the DNCSA and CyS approaches zero as the area
increases.

We should mention that we studied the impact of the I/O constraint on the efficacy of
the proposed merit function. In this study, we considered the I/O constraints of 3/3 and
2/2 in addition to 4/4 which was considered before. The results show that, expect for the
case of the MD5 (3/3), bitcounter (3/3), and G721encode (2/2), the DNCSA outperforms
the other two merit functions (the two numbers inside the parenthesis next to the name of
the benchmark specify the I/O constraint). The results show the in the case of the I/O

constraint of the 3/3, the average speedup of the DNCSA is about 7.6 % (6.1 %) higher than
the case of the CyS (CSPA) objective function. Also, in the case where the I/O constraint
is 2/2, the DNCSA results in on average 8.8 % (7.8 %) higher speedup compared to CyS
(CSPA).

To investigate the efficacy of the proposed method in the branch-and-bound technique,
we selected 50 best CI groups as the candidates CIs using the pruning technique (and then
the branch-and-bound technique was utilized to select the optimal CI set). In addition, the
number of optimally selected CI groups was limited to five. Setting this constraint is reason-
able because, in practice, the number of CI groups may not be an arbitrary number due to,
e.g., baseline processor architecture constraint. The number five is an example which is used
in our study. Other numbers in this order also may be used. Of course the speedup improves
by increasing this number.

We ran the pruning algorithm based on the DNCSA, CyS, and CSPA merit functions for
each benchmark. The results which are reported in Fig. 11 which show that, for most cases,
the DNCSA merit function yields higher speedups. However, when the area budget is small,
in some cases, e.g., MD5 and IP-Sec, the CSPA merit function outperforms the DNCSA
merit function. When the area budget is small, pruning the set of CI groups based on the
DNCSA merit function causes large CI groups to remain in the set and the small CI groups to
be removed from the set. Therefore, the DNCSA merit function has fewer choices of the CIs
for filling the allocated area. This is not the case that is valid for the CSPA where the merit
function does not eliminate small area choices. Note that this did not occur for the greedy
approach in which we did not have to prune the search space due to much higher efficiency

Fig. 11 Speedup under different area budgets (branch-and-bound selection)
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of the greedy technique. For the MD5 and IP-Sec benchmarks, the CSPA merit function
resulted in the same speedups for all area budgets by selecting the same set of CIs. Hence,
the CSPA merit function is not able to use the area budget efficiently. In the case of DNCSA
merit function, higher speedups are achieved by choosing better CIs. Contrary to the greedy
algorithm, in the branch-and-bound technique, the DNCSA merit function outperforms the
CSPA merit function for the adpcm benchmark. This originates from the fact that there
are many CIs with small area budgets and large cycle savings in the case of the adpcm
benchmark. The way that the proposed merit function considers both the area and cycle
savings caused that more high cycle savings CIs remain in the candidate set. In the branch-
and-bound technique, DNCSA merit function results in 3.2 % better performance on average
for all the area budgets in comparison to the CSPA merit function for adpcm benchmarks.
When the CIs are pruned based on the CyS merit function, the probability of keeping larger
CIs in the candidate set is increased. Hence, in some cases, such as G721decode and MD5,
the speedup of the CyS merit function is not as good as that of the DNCSA merit function.

In some cases, for small area budgets, the CyS merit function yields a higher speedup.
This due to the fact that when the identified CIs are pruned based on the CyS merit function,
higher speedup CIs with small areas may be kept in the candidate set. This is different from
the DNCSA merit function case where the area is also considered in the merit function and,
hence, the remained CIs with small areas may not have necessarily as high CSs as those
remained in the CyS merit function case. For the IP-sec benchmark, the CyS merit function
outperforms the DNCSA merit function for most of the area budgets. This may justified by
noting that most of the candidate CIs for this IP-sec benchmark have small area budgets
including those with high cycle savings (see Fig. 8(d)). On the other hand, the CyS merit
function has a tendency toward selecting CIs with high cycle savings. Therefore, in this case,
the CyS merit function could perform better. In the case of G721encode, for most of the area
budgets, due to selecting the same CIs, both methods reach a speedup value. Finally, similar
to the case of the greedy approach, when the area budget increases, the speedup of these two
methods approach each other.

To investigate the impact of pruning the CI groups on the speedup of the selected CIs,
we evaluated these techniques while the maximum number of the CI group candidates was
set to 80. Figure 12 depicts the average of speedup improvements when the CIs are pruned
based on the DNCSA merit value compared with the two other methods while the num-
bers of the CI group candidates are 50 and 80, respectively. For MD5, the outperformance

Fig. 12 Average of speedup improvement of the DNCSA merit function compared to the CSPA and CyS
merit functions for different area constraints when the maximum number of the CI group candidates are 50
and 80
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of DNCSA merit function with respect to CSPA merit function was reduced to ∼3.17 %
when the number of the CI group candidates increased. In the MD5 case, by increasing the
candidate set, the speedup improvements of the DNCSA merit function compared to the
CyS merit function is increased from ∼3.54 % to the ∼13.26 %. For IP-Sec, the speedup
of the DNCSA merit function compared with the CSPA merit function is increased (form
∼1.35 % to 7.98 %) as the number of CI group candidate is raised. For this benchmark, the
CyS merit function yields better results for both candidate set sizes and their difference is in-
creased by increasing the candidate set size. For the cases of G721decode and G721encode,
the DNCSA merit function provides slightly higher speedup compared to those of the CyS
merit function, and its outperformance is increased by increasing the candidate set size. For
the bitcounter benchmark, the DNCSA merit function selects better CIs in average com-
pared with the CyS merit function but its speedup difference is decreased by increasing the
size of the candidate set. For adpcm, the total number of the CI group candidates was smaller
than 50 and, hence, increasing the size of the candidate set did not lead to any fixed trend in
the speedup improvement.

In general, the results show that increasing the candidate size has different impacts on
the benchmarks. However, in most cases, the outperformance of the proposed merit function
compared to the other merit functions decreases. The reason is that increasing the candidate
set enhances the chance of having the same CIs in the corresponding pruned candidate sets.
Therefore, the exact selection method may select the same CIs from these sets.

5.2.2 Area

In this part, we show that the DNCSA merit function utilizes the area budget more efficiently
than the CSPA and CyS merit functions. First, we start by the greedy selection algorithm.
Based on the results presented in Fig. 7, for a given area constraint, the DNCSA merit
function results in better speedups for all cases. Figure 13 shows the average of the area
usage (utilization) which is calculated using the following equation:

AreaUsageAVG = Average

({
∀Area budget,

Area Usage

Area Budget
× 100

})
(10)

The results show that, in all the cases, the CyS merit function has more area budget usage
(∼2.1 %) compared with that of the DNCSA merit function, while its speedup is normally
lower than that of the DNCSA merit function. Also, in the case of the CSPA merit functions,
the proposed method results in better speedup by having just 1 % more area usage for all
the applications, except for bitcounter. In bitcounter, the proposed merit function reaches

Fig. 13 Average area usage for three merit function methods in greedy selection algorithm
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Fig. 14 Area usage under different area budgets for three merit functions for the IP-Sec application

Fig. 15 The average of Speedup/Area under different area budgets for different applications while greedy
selection algorithm is used

a higher speedup while using less area. Figure 14 depicts the difference between the area
usages of the DNCSA merit function with those of the CyS and CSPA merit functions for
different area budgets for the IP-Sec benchmark. For some area budgets (e.g., 4000, and
5000 units), DNCSA merit function uses more area compared with CSPA merit function
while in others it uses smaller areas (e.g., 8000, and 9000 units). In all of them, DNCSA
merit function reaches higher speedup leading to better CS/area values compared to the case
of CSPA merit function. For this benchmark, the CyS merit function uses more areas under
all the budgets except when it is 3000 where the CyS merit function has a smaller usage. For
the two first budgets, the usages and speedups (Fig. 7) of the DNCSA merit function and
CyS merit function are similar. Also, for the area budget greater than 10000, while the CyS
merit function uses more area, the speedups of both merit functions are similar.

To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed merit function in using area, Fig. 15 shows the
average of the ratio of Speedup/Area for different area budgets on each benchmark. For all
the benchmarks, except for adpcm, our method provides higher ratios. In the adpcm bench-
mark, the CSPA merit function outperforms both the DNCSA and CyS merit functions.

After studying the impacts of the DNCSA merit function on the area usage for the greedy
selection algorithm, we performed the same study for the branch-and-bound technique. Fig-
ure 16 depicts the average of the area usage of the DNCSA, CSPA, and CyS techniques
when the branch-and-bound algorithm is used. As the results show, the DNCSA merit func-
tion uses more area in comparison to the CSPA merit function. By increasing the maximum
number of the CI group candidates (from 50 to 80), the difference between the area usage of
the CSPA and DNCSA merit functions reduces. In adpcm, despite the other benchmarks, the
area usage of CSPA merit function is more than the area usage of DNCSA merit function.
Additionally, the comparison between the area usages of the CyS and DNCSA merit func-
tions shows that in some benchmarks (e.g., MD5) the DNCSA merit function uses more area
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Fig. 16 Average area usage for three merit function methods in the branch-and-bound selection algorithm

Fig. 17 The average of Speedup/Area under different area budgets for different applications while
branch-and-bound selection algorithm is used

while in others (e.g., G721decode) the CyS merit function uses more area. By increasing the
size of the candidate set, in some benchmarks (e.g., G721encode) the area usages of both
methods become about the same.

Figure 17 shows the efficiency of the proposed merit in using area. In all benchmarks, ex-
cept for MD5 and IP-Sec, results for the CSPA and DNCSA merit functions are the same. In
MD5 and IP-Sec, the CSPA merit function has more efficiency than DNCSA merit function.
However, even for these cases, the speedup obtained using DNCSA merit function is higher
for the given area budget. Also, the values of Speedup/Area for both CyS and DNCSA merit
functions, in most cases, are close. For the MD5 (IP-sec) benchmark, CyS (DNCSA) merit
function outperforms DNCSA (CyS) merit function. Note that, based on the problem for-
mulation (Eqs. (2) and (3)), achieving a higher performance using a fixed area budget is a
key parameter in designing digital systems.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new merit function for the selection phase of the custom instruc-
tion in the design flow of application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs). Unlike the
normally used merit functions which were either based on only the cycle saving (CyS) or
the ratio of the cycle saving to area (CSPA), in the proposed merit function (Difference of
Normalized Cycle Saving and Area (DNCSA)), the selection of each CI was performed us-
ing the difference of the normalized cycle saving and area. Since for the normalization, the
average of the parameter was used, the selection was done by being somehow aware of the
overall merits of other CIs. The efficacy of the proposed merit function on both greedy and
branch-and-bound techniques was studied by applying it to several benchmarks from differ-
ent application domains. Also, to show the effectiveness of the proposed merit function in
using the area budget, the study was performed for different area budget values. The results
showed that the proposed merit function provided higher speedup compared to the case of
CSPA merit function. Also, for large area budgets, in most cases, the CyS and DNCSA merit
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functions provided similar speedups, while for small area budgets, the DNCSA merit func-
tion outperformed the CyS merit function. On average, the speedup of the DNCSA merit
function compared to the CSPA (CyS) merit function was about 4.83 % (2.48 %) more.

Appendix

In this section, we provide the motivation for the proposed merit function. For the sake of
simplicity and without loss of generality, for this example, we make several simplifying as-
sumptions which are marked by a star in the text below. Assuming that by using the exact
identification algorithm of [2], all CIs that meet the defined constraints (e.g., the number of
input and output) for an application are identified. In this example, there are eighteen iden-
tified CIs, and similar CIs (based on functional and structural isomorphism) are classified in
seven internally-similar CI groups.

The conflict graph, the area (A) and clock saving (CS) factor of each CI group are shown
in Fig. 18. Note that CS values in the graph show the clock saving of the CIs for a single
iteration of some parts in an application. To make the example simple, we assume that the
CIs have no intra-conflict∗ (i.e., the CIs within each group has no conflict), but they may
have inter-conflict∗ (i.e., conflicts among the CIs that belong to different CI groups). Note
that an edge between any two nodes in Fig. 18 signifies that all CIs of the corresponding
CI groups have some conflict with each other. This also means that by selecting a CI group,
all CI groups (nodes) that have a conflict with the selected group (there is a conflict edge
between them) must be removed from further consideration.

Now, let us define the parameters CS and CSNorm for each CI in a CI group (see Fig. 18).
The parameter CS denotes the cycle saving factor for each CI in the group (in this example,

Fig. 18 The conflict graph of the example application
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all the CIs of a CI group have the same cycle saving∗). Note that, just for the sake simplicity,
this assumption has been made only for the motivational example. The purpose of presenting
this simple example is to demonstrate that the proposed merit function may improve the
speedup of the extensible processors compared to the existing merit functions under the
same conditions. Different combinations of cycle savings could be assumed for CIs in the
group. These combinations would provide different levels of effectiveness for the proposed
merit function compared to the existing merit functions. The results for the efficacy of the
proposed function for different combinations of cycle savings in a group are presented in
Sect. 5. The parameter CSNorm is the normalized cycle saving. For the ith CI in a CI group,
this value is calculated from

CSNorm,i = CSi

Max({∀CSj jεCandidate CI List}) (11)

We also define the parameters A, ANorm, and Num_CIs for each CI group. Due to fact that
all the CIs within a CI group use the same CFU, the parameters A and ANorm denote the area
usage and normalized area usage of the CFU which is used for each CI group, respectively.
The parameter Num_CIs represents the number of CIs of the CI group. The parameter ANorm

for the ith CI in each CI group is obtained from

ANorm,i = Ai

Max({∀AjjεCandidate CI List}) (12)

The normalizations, which are performed using the corresponding maximum values, give
rise to the values between 0 and 1 in both cases.

One of Eqs. (4) or (5) is evaluated for all the nodes in the conflict graph and the node
with the highest merit value is selected at each iteration of the selection algorithm. Then, the
adjacent nodes to the selected node in the conflict graph are removed. This process continues
until no node remains in the conflict graph or the area constraint is violated.

In this example, we assume that the area budget is equal to 13 units. To select the CIs
from the candidate set, we used the greedy approach. Note that since the design space of
this example is very small, we could have used the branch-and-bound technique to obtain
the optimal CIs. The selected groups are depicted in Fig. 19. In this example, the merit
values are calculated using ANorm, and CSNorm values of the CIs. First, we consider the case

Fig. 19 Solving the example problem with different merit functions (a) CSPA, (b) CyS, (c) proposed merit
function (DNCSA)
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of the CSPA merit function. In the first iteration, because the value of the merit function
for CI group A is the highest (4.40), this node is selected. Because of the conflict with the
node A, CI groups B, D, E and G are removed. After this step, the remaining area is 10 units
(13 − area(A) = 10). In the next (last) iteration, from the remaining CI groups (C and F),
the CI groups F is selected which has conflict with the group C. Hence, the group F is the
last selected group. After selecting these groups, the final cycle saving may be calculated as

CSCSPA = (CSNormA
× Num_CIsA + CSNormF

× Num_CIsF ) × CSmax (13)

where the CSmax is the maximum CS among all the identified CIs.
If the CyS merit function is used, only the group B will be selected. The CS of this group

is 16 (
∑

CSNorm = 3.2) which is greater than the other CI groups. By selecting the group
B, the groups A, C, and G must be removed due to conflict. Also, since the remaining area
budget is small (13 – area (B) = 2), no other CI group may be selected.

In this example, we achieve a maximum cycle saving of 16, by using 11 area units (two
area units are unused). However, the optimal answer to this problem is the groups E and G,
which results in a cycle saving of 21 and uses the total area budget. This shows that using
CSPA and CyS as the merit functions do not necessarily lead to the optimal solution. The
reason is that, CIs with few primitive nodes (such as adder and shifter) and small areas have
higher priority to be selected due to their larger CSPAs. On the other hand, CIs with many
nodes usually have a higher cycle saving but also have many nodes (and large area) which
leads to a large number of conflicts with other CIs. Using CSPA as a merit value can result
in selecting CIs with few nodes and a lower CS compared to CIs with many nodes but lower
CSPAs. The two consequences of using CSPA as a merit function are selecting low CS CIs
with few nodes and removing CIs with many nodes (higher CSs) due to the conflicts with
the previously selected CIs. Now, let us consider the case of the CyS merit function which
selects the CIs with the higher CS, without considering the area budget usage in the merit
function. For this case, after each CI selection, first, the available area budget will be updated
and then the CIs whose areas are larger than the updated area budget will be removed from
candidate set. As mentioned before, the CIs with higher CSs usually have larger areas and
normally more conflict with other CIs. Both of these lead to limiting the choices available
for selecting the next CI and, hence, less chance of increasing the speedup much further.

In the case of the proposed merit function, the group E which is the best CI group is
selected in the first iteration (see Fig. 19(c)). After selecting this group, the groups A, D,
and F are removed due to the conflict. After selecting the group E, the area budget reduces
from 13 to 4 (13 − area(E) = 4) and, hence, in the next iteration, the selection must be done
between the groups C and G. The merit value of the group G is greater than that of the group
C and, hence, is selected as the better group in the second iteration. After this selection, the
area budget reduces to zero terminating the selection phase. Hence, the performance gain of
the proposed merit function is better than the conventional merit functions for this example.
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